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3701

BOARD DIPLOMA EXAMINATION, (C–09)

MARCH/APRIL—2017

SIXTH SEMESTER (COMMON) EXAMINATION

ENGLISH—IV

Time : 3 hours ] [ Total Marks : 80

PART—A 4×10=40

Instructions : (1) Answer all questions.

(2) Each question carries four marks.

(3) Answers should be brief and straight to the point and 

shall not exceed five simple sentences.

1. Define the term ‘Attitude’.

2. Write a short note on the importance of Adaptability.

3. Does goal setting give you a direction to life? Explain.

4. What is Motivation? Which motivation is the best motivation?

5. Explain time quadrant with suitable examples.

6. What is the importance of Teamwork?

7. What is problem solving?

8. Write four good qualities that you expect in a popular leader.
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9. What is Critical Thinking?

10. List out any four factors that would cause stress.

PART—B 10×4=40

Instructions : (1) Answer four questions.

(2) Question Nos. 15 and 16 are compulsory.

(3) Each question carries ten marks.

(4) Answers should be comprehensive and the criterion

for valuation is the content but not the length of the

answer.

11. Explain how optimistic, kind, tolerant and cheerful attitude lead to

success.

12. Your classmates decided to arrange a party to bid farewell to your

seniors. How will you and your friends go about it?

13. What is your goal in life? Who is your role model? Write a detailed

note on how you wish to reach your goal.

14. You got a job in Kerala. There the culture, language, climate, food

habits, etc., are entirely different from yours. State at least five

ways in which you will adapt yourself in the new environment.

15. (a) Think and write five different ways in which you could use an

umbrella other than protecting yourself from rain.

(b) Write some factors which contribute to critical thinking. Who

does critical thinking help address certain problems in the

society?

16. (a) Your relations with yours have been breached these days. It

has become very difficult to live without talking and mingling

with yours neighbours. How can you reestablish your

relationship with your neighbours?

(b) There has been rumours about that you have been involved in

unnatural ways to score top marks. But you are industrious.

You are fair and trustworthy. How can you try and prove

yourself that what you have scored in the exams are purely

because of your hard work and innate powers of remembrance

and shrewdness?
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